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Project Overview
To design a website to buy or sold NFTs. My main goal for design that 

beautiful website is improve my layout designing skills and to 
understand the matching of colors and font and taking my designing 

skills to next level.


 I design this website I spent a lots of hours to gain more about NFTs because before this website I 

had very low knowledge(even now) about NFTs but I want to make that website because its one of 

the trending topic and a lot of client want this

 I explore other NFTs website to take inspiration to design in more better way

 To design this website I spend hours on trending UI Designs.

 Try to keep website very easy to use

 Design a single page website to improve design skill

 Add a new beautiful design to my collection.

Discover Define Ideate Design

Our Process

 To get details about NFTs

 To buy or sold NFTs

 To get knowledge about NFTs

 To get knowledge about what is the things actually are NFT

 To compare and take a analysis of Current market NFTs.

The first and main part of the website is Hero section which plays a important role to improve 

the beauty of a website. In starting section firstly it comes Website short overview with two 

buttons buy and sell. After that it comes Featured section. with little transparent background.


Here Left button is “SELL NFTS” instead of Buy NFTS. its just by mistake.

For NFTs website Analytics sections are the most required sections where users can compare 

the current NFTs market. So I designed two Analytics section and a client can replace one with 

its desired section if he or she want. These part again with very short description with just short 

Heading and a short Paragraph section and a beautiful button with orange background. Also I 

added two beautiful vector 3d type colorful image which perfectly fits wit section.

Not for only NFTs websites but Testimonial section is required in mostly 90% websites in current 

time. People like to read the review the of the product or service in which they are going to 

spend money. Here I made three testimonials card with three lovely people imaged in small 

circle and give them little purple luminosity. A client can add more testimonials as he or she 

want and can give them horizontal scrolls after set frame section. 

At the ending part of this short but very beautiful website is Get started section with transparent 

glass background where a user can start his NFTs journey. From here He or She can buy the 

NFTs and the last part is Footer section with logo in its left side. After that it comes krypto where 

he can access Home, About, Buy NFTs and sell nfts section. After that it comes market where a 

person can browse nfts and in Contact Section a user can get website contact details.

The Background of the website is set to dark purple type all of website which make a website 

very abradable and major two font are used. Outfit font I used for headings and for paragraphs 

I used most popular font roboto. On dark purple background I like to use white color texts so 

that I user can read clearly. Website theme is perfectly matched for the NFTs website. This 

website is designed in Layout grid of 12 Columns of 85px width in all these columns are aligned 

in center so that it easy to create in a regular width and height and aligned on correct place.

Objectives & Goals

Research

 NOTE: This website I am designing individually. Not only this but all projects websites and design in my 
Portfolio is designed by me individually.

Very less awareness about NFTs.

Sometime felling uncomfortable to get in NFTs.

To find difficult to use in the process.


User having not proper guidelines how to get into NFTs


Users not having knowledge about Terms and Conditions and falling into frauds.


Business Challenges

What user can get?

Hero Section

Analytics Sections

Testimonials

Ending Section

Interface Overview

Screens
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